DO THE NAVY MEN stationed at George Williams College elect IIT or George Williams? This has been the source of considerable discussion at the school for the past few weeks. It is generally believed that the George Williams team is composed chiefly of IIT V-12's stationed on that campus. The question is now being put to IIT by the older students, and IIT has been asked to make a formal statement on the matter.

The question of whether the students at IIT are choosing George Williams as a result of the news of one of the midshipmen's death is a matter of considerable concern to the IIT V-12 students. The recent death of a George Williams student has caused a great deal of worry among the IIT students, and they feel that this news has influenced their decision. The IIT students are not satisfied with the explanation given by the George Williams administration, and they feel that more needs to be done to inform the students about the situation.

THE ELECTRICAL engineers are becoming the most popular of all the engineering disciplines. Last year Dr. James Holton, head of the EEC, said that his department was troubled by the term "fatigue" as being unnecessary for an engineer. This year the situation has improved, with the formation of the "Always On Fatigue, and All Fatigue Study Club." The ABBDOI have made an effort to make themselves more accessible to the students. The students have been given a chance to talk about the problems of the "fatigue" and the "study club," and they have been encouraged to participate in the discussions and to bring their own ideas to the table.

NORMAN OFFRESDINGER is a new reporter for Technology News, who was assigned to report on the Armour Ynp last Friday. He told his story a little bit, but he refused to give the students a chance to talk about the problems of the "fatigue" and the "study club," and he was encouraged to participate in the discussions and to bring their own ideas to the table.

ASME Meeting to Feature Recorder

Report music played by the magazine sound recorder will be featured by Dr. Francis D. Doebler, the assistant director of the Armour Research Foundation. The meeting will be held at the Armour Research Laboratories on Thursday, March 4th. The meeting will feature a lecture by Dr. Doebler, who will discuss the history of the Armour Research Laboratories and how it has evolved over the years.

June Graduates To Hold Election

Nominees for June graduate election will be announced on Saturday, June 11th, at 11 a.m. at the Oval Salon. The nominees will be voted on by the faculty and the student body. The election will take place on Tuesday, June 14th.

Richter Gives Rapid Reading Instruction

A course in rapid reading has been developed by Dr. Charles Richter of the Institute of Technology. The course will be offered on Saturdays, starting on September 10th.

Yellow Pants and Farmer Shirts to Be Worn at Sophomore Party Saturday

Winchester and Witzman: Recent Graduates

Winchester and Witzman have recently graduated from the University of Technology. They have been very successful in their studies and have been offered positions at various universities and corporations.

Student Curricula Soon To Be Compulsory for All Students

All students will be required to follow the same curriculum, starting with the first year. The new system will be compulsory for all students, and the department chairs will be responsible for enforcing this rule.

Junior V. H. W. S. to Be Held Soon

The Junior V. H. W. S. will be held on Saturday, June 11th, at the Armour Research Laboratories. The event will feature a lecture by Dr. Doebler, who will discuss the history of the Armour Research Laboratories and how it has evolved over the years.

New Queen - Howie Schrader was crowned as the new Queen at the Pageant of the Century on Saturday, June 11th. Schrader was selected by a panel of judges from a field of over 100 candidates. The event was a great success, and the new queen was greeted with applause from the audience.

100 to Play at Yule Concert

Over 100 IIT students and faculty will perform a Christmas concert for faculty and students on December 10th. The concert will feature a variety of musical performances, including choirs, bands, and soloists. The event will be held at the Armour Research Laboratories, and it will be free to the public.
A Year of Honor

IT's honor system begins its second year this month. And we think this a good time to consider how well it has worked during the past eleven months.

While any length of time less than about four years is insufficient to establish such a system, the results of one year should certainly indicate whether it is, or ever will be, a success.

Most students, we believe, feel that it has not been a complete success, although the majority are in favor of it. Their complaints center around a few items:

"Do we have to write the pledge?" is a question asked of instructors, "and what will happen if we don't?" If we have an honor system, why do instructors make us alternate seating and give different quizzes to adjacent students?

In regard to the first point, we know that there are always a few men in most classes who will try to cheat. Without an honor system the others have no choice but to remain silent or to speak to the offenders. For no man would tell tales or mistrust a fellow student. But the honor system is composed of, and organized solely for the benefit of, the students themselves. A report to the board of deliberate cheating is the best advantage of the class, the school, and the honor system as a whole.

But the honor system is not based on each student's being his fellow student's keeper. The backbone of the honor system is the responsibility of each student for himself. Certainly no one has to write the pledge. That's completely contradictory to the whole idea. Each man should be able to conduct himself so he can sign the pledge, not only in the letter of it, but in the full spirit as well.

Objection to the use of alternate seats or quizzes is, we feel, rather childish. Almost all of the classrooms are of necessity greatly overcrowded, and when you are obliged to sit almost nose to nose, it is perfectly easy, not morally, very difficult to keep your eyes on your own paper only. Most of the instructors are not oppressive in this regard.

That newcomers to ITT might fail to accept the honor system is understandable. When first proposed here, it was the subject of a great deal of debate and discussion, and when finally adopted by a student vote, everyone on the campus knew what it stood for, what its purpose was, and what its good and bad points were.

The new men have been told about the system, but not, of course, in such detail. When they have seen it in operation here for some time, and when they have had the opportunity to establish, themselves, there will be, we are sure, no more difficulty of this sort.

The main object of the honor system is the greatest importance to every person. To the servicemen on campus, and to those civilians who may enter the armed forces upon graduation, the honor system has, it is possible, an even greater value. It is the Editors of the yearbook who are in a position to put Armstrong and Atkins into our book as one school, but in several aspects they have failed, or perhaps we should say, are failing.

As the story goes, pages in the yearbook were set aside for the officers of the Student Senate as well as those of other clubs. Because the officers were not yet elected, through no fault of the students, those pages were eliminated. Armstrong and Atkins were left without signatures. And when the editors decided to give Lewis pictures on one page, they didn't want to lose the other, too.

Still throughout Technology News mention was made that pages were being held open for several events such as sports for a picture of ITT's most popular event. And when the pages for the annual dinner. Some stories didn't happen.

When you come down to it, I think that's the students' fault. (Both Armstrong and Atkins, believe it or not.) The blame is not on the board and not the secretaries. Allowance should therefore be made when necessary in these cases.

Very quickly and reasonably new "Dear Editors," get down to home to the harshest thinking and reasoning—do you think, any action has been taken according to your rule? Put yourself in the other boy's shoes for a while.

Dear Editors, in the 1943 yearbook

Lou Wengels's Latest Pastime

By DICK ROUBYNSBERG

Distribution of Free Cigars

As the newest "proud papa" at ITT, Lou Wengels receives this week's nomination as Man of the Week. When Lou began pasting out cigars, his job began to earn him a reputation among his friends. For Lou, cigars were more than a habit; they were a symbol of his respect for his family, friends, and the people he worked with.

Lou Wengels, born November 8, provided cigars to his employees. However, Lou's cigars were not just for show. He believed that sharing a little bit of the good things in life was important, and he made sure that everyone who worked for him had a chance to enjoy their own.

Lou is the owner of Wengels Co., a successful cigar company. His company is known for its high-quality cigars, which are enjoyed by people all over the world. With his success, Lou has been able to support his family and help others in need.

Lou's pastime is not just cigars, but also his love for his family. He is a father of two, and he always makes sure to spend quality time with them. Lou's love for cigars is matched only by his love for his family, and he is proud to be able to share his passion with all who love cigars.

Lou Wengels is a true gentleman, and he is an inspiration to everyone who knows him. His pastime of distributing free cigars is just one of the many ways in which he shows his appreciation for those around him. Lou is a true example of what it means to be a good human being.
Goodman Theatre Presents Christmas Play

Last week it was ST pompous, now it's S.T.O.M. (Shakespeare, Twain, Melville). The organization is composed of those gentlemen on campus who have never had a date (maybe that's why they're gentlemen). There were three你不reasured on the Armour campus last week and naturally they're freshmen. The three sheltered guys are Don Slager, Milton Oren, and Eddie Walsh. The boys are trying, according to theirspokesman, and advice would be welcome. Perhaps a package of Sen-Sen and a trip to the Link office would get them started.

"Where's my girl friend?" Brubach is having one put over on him right now about her. His lecture from a special number back home is Rehnken having come in lower and farther apart. Instead, the letter-wrapping talents have been directed toward a "How to get a date" brochure. Armour but apparently has a very good method of getting a date in the books. Looks the like about same.

At first it seemed a good idea, but now Dick ("Harry Joe") Rehnken is wearing a brooch and Berton's choker while making as though he had been trying to get a great sale. The boys are starting to lay out quite a bit of Head, however, but a few days ago Mr. and Mrs. Braden arrived in Chicago.

Goodyear of the Bowl. West

John H. Humphey (III) has been acting a dick, but that boy has definitely been in a run having fairly well together. While he is somewhat, Humphey, unlike other good chums, is rather shy when it comes to telling the young lady nice. But he definitely isn't the attention which the boys have been treating him. He is doing a swell job of getting a date with one girl since he was thirteen. Moreover, he is the type of guy that can get a date with almost any girl. Maybe he believes the old line about one girl in the hand is worth two in the bush.

As for the J.T.A. of all our students: People are wondering what J.T.A. ("Efficient Player") Fred Froelich is doing this year. J.T.A., of course, is the group that has just sent a picture of Putty in front of the apparatus, and things begin to look like a real J.T.A. This year's picture is going to be fun, you will see what J.D. would do to a Ford-Graffiti creation.

Largest CEO. (Outside Rocking-Hopper) Mountie ("Anything is a gift") Splinters when introduced. Academics of all years are reported have heard say, "Don't let that young lady get away. I'll bring her up to Splinter's way.

I asked Shumway if he didn't plan to try out, just call him "Shumway," wants everyone to know that his home is in the house. Moreover, the opportunity for the students and Rattler. He is also interested in sports, and took his own game for a picture. (Does the name admires every night.) Nickoloff is located. Some people are wondering why the guys are doing what they are doing in the pictures, but it is asked that you are seeing what J.D. would do to a Ford-Graffiti creation.

"You can't deny that you're planning to try out," just call him "Shumway."

In order to attract the attention of the students and Rattler. He is also interested in sports, and took his own game for a picture. (Does the name admires every night.) Nickoloff is located. Some people are wondering why the guys are doing what they are doing in the pictures, but it is asked that you are seeing what J.D. would do to a Ford-Graffiti creation.

Research Reports

Reflection Coil Makes Tech's Microscope More Versatile

(Shumway's note: This column will prove particularly interesting to the students of the "Science Club.")

Dr. Copeland, Professor of physics, gets to see more and more with a new microscope made at the laboratory of the department of physics. With the installation of a reflecting mechanism into the microscope by Dr. Copeland and rancher Denton, the experimental setup can prove as a valuable tool for examining and analyzing the structure of microorganisms and miniscule objects.

Thus far the instrument has been used to determine the optical properties of a range of objects, from the tiniest bacteria to the most complex biological structures. The instrument, known as the reflected light microscope, has revolutionized the field of microscopy, allowing researchers to observe and study microorganisms with unprecedented clarity and detail.

The reflected light microscope is particularly useful in studying biological samples that are difficult to observe with traditional light microscopes. By reflecting light off the sample instead of passing it through it, the instrument can penetrate thick or opaque samples, revealing the internal structure and functions of microorganisms and other small objects.

This innovative approach to microscopy has opened up new avenues of research in fields such as microbiology, virology, and neuroscience. By providing researchers with a more complete understanding of the inner workings of microorganisms, the reflected light microscope is poised to make significant contributions to the scientific community.
Four

Rally by Soph Mechs Defeats Jr. Juicers 13-8

Sr. Mechs #1 Trounce Soph Juicers 26-0, Jr. Lose to Sr. Chems 8-0

Trading 8 points until the last 30 seconds, the Soph Mechs staged a rally to defeat the Junior Juicers 13-8 in the basketball tourney.

This game seemed to be the bag for the Jr. Mechs until Bob Berelson trimmed the score to 1-0 at the 20 second mark. After that, the game was all Soph Mechs, with the Juicers with their 30 seconds remaining.

On the other hand, the Soph Mechs made 3 errors in the last 20 seconds, which contributed to their 13-8 lead.

**Basketball to Begin at Lewis**

Entry Fee Required; Refs to Be Appointed

Games were drawn for an interscholastic basketball program at a coin flip yesterday in the gymnasium. The meeting was called by John Dolson, director of Physical Ed., on the west side campus and captains of the teams already organized attended.

The initial teams were assigned and the following were drawn: 1. Mechs vs. Chems, 2. Mechs vs. Juicers, 3. Juicers vs. Chems.

On the kickoff the ball was fumbled by the Juicers and pulled out of the end zone where George Bickhardt recovered for a Mech tally. The conversion failed and the final score was 1-0 in favor of the Soph Mechs 13-8.

Bob La Chavins’ pass to Joe Gleason in the end zone scored the only tally of the game. The other two were scored on a safety when a Mech pass was intercepted by a Chems end. The other two were scored on a safety when a Mech pass was intercepted by a Chems end.

**Techwah Five To Play Twice**

Playing two games this week, the Techwah varsity basketball team will play two games this week. The first game will be against the Illini Tech varsity team on Tuesday at 7:15 and the second game will be against Concordia on Wednesday.

The Techwah varsity team is currently in third place in the conference and is looking to improve their standing.

The game against Illini Tech will be a tough test for the Techwah team, as they are currently in second place in the conference.

On the other hand, Concordia is also in third place and will be looking to gain an advantage over Techwah.

**Junior Mechs No. 2 Take IM Bowling Lead; Petronis Has 228 High Game, 640 Series**

Last Friday morning a dark horse appeared in the form of the Junior Mechs as they took on the Illini Tech varsity bowling team.

The game started with a bang as the Illini Tech team scored 189 in the first two games. The Junior Mechs responded with a score of 196, taking the lead. The third game was a close one, with Illini Tech scoring 198 and the Junior Mechs scoring 195. The final score was 383 to 377 in favor of the Illini Tech team.

On Saturday, the Jr. Mechs played against the Soph Mechs. The game started with a close score of 152 to 150 in favor of the Jr. Mechs. The second game was won by the Soph Mechs with a score of 150 to 148. The final score was 298 to 298 in a thrilling tie.

**IIT Banker**

By Jim Oldsman

After their championship game with the Junior Bankers, the Soph Mechs moved on to their next opponent, the Soph Bankers. The game started off with a bang as the Soph Mechs scored 116 in the first two games. The Soph Bankers responded with a score of 114 in the third game. The final score was 330 to 328 in favor of the Soph Mechs.

**Techwah Scores Again**

The Techwah varsity team continued their winning streak, scoring 250 in their game against the Illini Tech varsity team.

**Varsity Gagers Beat Chicago Teachers 58-30**

Reinwender, Flisocher Lead Techwhawks in Display of Speed

Displaying the speed and shooting ability that has been evident in practice, the Techwhawks began the Chicago Techwhawks with a 27-12 lead midway through the first half. Getting off to a fast start for the first time, the Techwhawks built a commanding lead of 109-31 at the end of the first quarter.

First off the bat, the Techwhawks took the lead at the start of the second quarter and proceeded to hold up the lead to 109-31 at halftime. The third quarter saw the starting lineup set the tone early, scoring points and putting up a strong defense.

McLaughlin and "Chick" Reinwender of the Techwhawks led the charge in the second half, scoring 18 points each. The Chicago Techwhawks were unable to keep up with the high tempo and ended the game with a 109-31 loss.

**Momento to Hold Return Match**

The wrestling team will travel to George Williams College tonight, in what is expected to be a close match after the previous week’s loss. With a score of 25-27, the Academy played a strong game, pushing the match to overtime.

The Academy leads 2-0 in the series against George Williams, with the last meeting being a close 22-22 tie.

**Film on Reclaiming of Rights at AIACE**

"Rubber Bob," a film on the processing of rubber, will be screened tomorrow at the meeting of the AIACE at 6 p.m.

**Your Drawings Closeup with HI-DENSITY LEAD**

For a fast, legible, even-spread appearance in your notes or drawings.

**FEBERHARD PENCILS**

Leadership in School Education Since 1872
January 29 Is New Hockey Hop Date

The hockey Hop will be held on January 29 at the Columbia Athletic Club, South Bristol, sponsored by the teams and chairman of the dance committee, dated today. A band has not yet been booked to play for the affair, Southfield, but the band will probably use one oul band rather than the New York city band which was slated to play for the dance on the original date, Dec. 30.

AIEE Holds Meeting; Discusses Education

The question of how engineering education can be improved to raise the status of the engineer is stressed in a meeting of the AIEE held last Thursday.

The meeting was attended upon Dr. William E. Whitney's paper, "The Needed Step," which stresses the importance of research in the profession. A. D. Smith, chair-man of the FTU board of trustees, led the discussion.

The meeting was attended by 70 students.

Telephone Operator Is Ill

Miss Mollie Gill, usual switchboard operator at the telephone exchange, was taken ill at home in bed with an attack of influenza, last week. The illness is much weaker and she is expected to be at work next week, Miss Bluma Weisman, of the Lewis and Winter Electric department, is now answering the telephone while Miss Gill is absent.

Tech Time Telefs

Monday, Dec. 12
5:00 p.m.—ACE—(East) Dining
5:00 p.m.—Chicago AIME—Central YWCA College
Tuesday, Dec. 13
9:00 a.m.—ACE—240 Chapel
9:00 a.m.—TEN—(East) Dining
Wednesday, Dec. 14
6:00 p.m.—Alpha Chi Sigma—400
6:00 p.m.—Dance Instruction—Auditorium
Friday, Dec. 16
1:00 p.m.—Math Club—240
7:00 p.m.—Television Broadcast—(East) Auditorium
Saturday, Dec. 17
9:00 p.m.—Sophomore Party
7:00 p.m.—Graduate Club Dinner—Hamilton Hotel

AXE Holds Smoker, Issues Newsletter

Ping pong, refreshments, group singing and card games were the high light of the Alpha Chi Sigma smoker held last Wednesday night in the Student Union Lounge. The first issue of the new fraternity publication "Alpha Chi Pulp" was distributed then.

Faculty members who attended were Dr. Edward Rusk, Dr. Yacoubian, Dr. Seraphim, Dr. H. L. Defrancisco, Dr. R. Pickard, and Professor Evans.

Paul Fox Now Stationed At Camp Wheeler, Georgia

Former manager of the bookstall, Paul Fox, is now undergoing his basic training at Camp Wheeler, Macon, Georgia. Fox entered the army in September and was sent to the Port of Savannah, replacement center.

His complete address is not yet known, said Jim Anderson, new manager of the bookstall.

Have a Coca-Cola = ¿Qué Tal?

Gin is the friendly "Qué Tal" of the Spanish soldier. Equally correct is the phrase "Qué Tal" in the New World. Coca-Cola stands for the same thing anywhere, it becomes the language of friendly-related folks.

AIEE WRITING COMMITTEE OF THE A.I.E.E.
Dance Planned For Journalists

National Magazine Praises Work of Mies van der Rohe

Sophos to Battle Sophos on Tuesday

News of Fraternities and Sororities

Pi Kappa Phi Holds Formal Initiation

Sixteen a Day Find Vocational Guidance

Emergency First Aid Kit Purchased

ESMWT Erects Cicero Building

Twenty See Movies In Public Showing Of Television Here

Psychological Devices Exhibited by Boder

Graduate Club to Hold Dance This Saturday

Dreaded to Hold Pledge Dinner Today

Book Published on Argentina Survey, Study Presented to Trade Corporation

Three Men Pledged To Sigma Alpha Mu

CO-OP ANNOUNCES

CO-OP BOOKSTORE